
LMS / BR 50ton Bogie Rail/Girder Wagon
The LMS 50ton bogie rail wagons were introduced in 1929, with bogies 
at 48’ centres & bolsters at 12’ centres. In 1940 the design was altered by 
moving the bogies inwards to 45’ centres, with bolsters at 11’ 3” centres: 
the kit is of this type. There were three variations: 50 wagons to D.19E 
(1940) had no bolsters, only a” thick plates on the floor planks; 25 
wagons to D.19F (1941)had high bolsters; and 25 wagons to D.19G 
(1942) had low bolsters.  25 of the D.19E wagons were allocated to the 
revenue dept., and the other 25, plus D.19F/G to the Engineers.1 / 2   
British  Railways built 162 wagons to D1/640 between 1949 & 1952.3  
This diagram was the same as D.19G, although the only photos seen, 
depict wagons without bolsters. To confuse matters further, in the BR 
period, the LMS wagons were coded Borail J or MD; and the BR 

wagons as Salmon (later, when air-braked as YMA Salmon).4/5  As built 
the LMS wagons did not have chain lockers, some, possibly all, had a 
locker fitted by BR. This may also have been the case with the BR-built 
wagons, as the diagram does not show the locker, although photos do 
show one. They had distinctive 8’ wheelbase “coach-style” bogies.  This 
type of bogie was used on various LMS & BR ‘special’ wagons (with 
varying wheelbases). The wagons had a planked floor (with gaps) in 
common with a number of other LMS wagon types, and continued on 
the BR Borail EC/EB/MB (The later BR Salmon had a plain  steel plate 
floor).   The LMS wagons probably survived until about 1980, and all 
but 4 of the BR wagons had gone by 1995, although least one (YMA- 
DB996070)  was still at Peterborough in April 1999. 6       

 Wagon nos. – LMS :  D.19E – 748040-064 (Eng. Dept.) /721025-049 (Revenue);   D.19F –  720938-962;   D.19G –  748065-089.
BR : DB996000-024 (1949); DB996025-099 (1950); DB996152-213 (1952-3)

NOTE:  This kit uses the BR Salmon kit solebar.  The position of some details may vary from the prototype, e.g. builder’s plate.
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CONSTRUCTION: 
Floor: Remove the sprues from the two floor halves & carefully trim or 
file away the “feeds”  from the edge. Remove the floor middle piece 
from the bolster sprue (It is the wider part (marked “F”). Then join the 
three parts of the floor together (the four ribs for the  trusses are the 
“centre” end of the floor halves) - ensure the edges line up. Cut the 
buffer bodies from the sprue with a craft knife, taking care to retain all 
of the narrow part at each end which locates in the headstock and buffer 
head. Fit to the headstocks with the small square on the bodies at the top. 
(The bottom edge of the headstock is attached to the sprue). Leave these 
assemblies to set. Carefully remove the angled crossbars (4 off) from the 
bolster/stanchion sprues and one chain box & front (for BR period). Fit 
the front to the box so that the bottom edges are flush (Bottom of box is 
side furthest from sprue). You will find it useful to have a 15cm steel 
ruler to assemble  the underframe. Remove the solebars from the sprue 
and carefully trim or file away the “feeds”  from the bevelled edge.

The following will be easier if carried out in one session:  • .. •
• Underframe: With the floor upsidedown on a flat surface, fit the 
solebars to each side, with an equal overhang at each end. The floor 
reaches the outer edge of the solebar channel (which should butt against 
the bevelled thicker part of the floor underside). Add the headstocks. Fit 
parts “E” (2 off) to the floor (there are pips on the floor to locate them) 
against the back of the headstocks at each end . The four separate trusses 
fit on top of the ribs on the floor. Fit one of the trusses onto the floor rib, 
nearest one solebar (Note orientation of truss angles). Line it up with a 
ruler against the vertical posts of the trusses (across the wagon). Now fit 
the chain box (if used) to the rear of the solebar - pad marked “X” — it 
will be at the left-hand end of the wagon when on the track. Fit the other 
three trusses (as per diagram) and line up with the ruler. Add the four 
crossbars in the inner corners of the vertical posts. •
Bolsters: there are five (not required for “D.19E” wagons). Fit low 
bolsters on to the bolster plates on the floor, OR, for the high bolsters, fit 
the low bolsters on the plain (hollow) strips. Then fit on to the bolster 
plates on the floor. There were fold-over planks at each end of the floor. 
Cut from the bolster sprue and fit with the side with two squares 
upwards (side with “P” on the sprue at each end) on top of the end floor 
planks. They can be fitted the other way up on top of the buffer bodies, 
if desired. Fit buffer heads to bodies. Fit the bolsters (if used) on top of 
the floor stanchion plates.

Bogies: press bearings into holes (it will be easier if you put a drop 
ofsolvent into the hole first. Fit to stretcher — ribs on back of bogie 
sideframes locate in between ribs across edges of stretchers. Note that 
with the coupling mount to the right, the sideframe with the brakelever 
should be nearest you. Add the wheels and ensure axles are parallel. 
Extensions to fit Hornby couplings can be added when the bogie 
assemblies have set (Use longer position of extension – fits under 
stretcher). Then add the cross bars between the ends of the sideframes. 

Put screws through the bogie mounts from the side with 4 pegs, place the 
bogie on the bolster and add the nut. Fit to underside of wagon on Parts 
“E”  over square markd “B”, as per diagram. Fit the lashing rings (detail 
sprue) onto the solebars (on top of the moulded-on rings) – 9 per side – 
see diagram. If chains (Langley Models) are being used, the rings with 
chains should be fitted “upsidedown” (ring upwards). Attach the chain to 
the rings with thin wire, such as that found in multi-strand electrical 
wire. Lashing chains typically were used on rings 1 & 3 from each end.

Lastly, fit the stanchions to suit load. Code 75 rail can be used. New 
bullhead rail was laid sideways pyramid fashion five rows high with 14 
rails on the bottom row & 10 on the top. Scrap rail was less tidily 
arranged!

Livery: Floor/bolster tops (all types LMS/BR): “wood” colour (e.g. 
Humbrol Matt 170 or Precision P979). LMS: solebars/ 
headstocks/stanchions/trusses/bogies – bauxite (to 1948?) (Precision 
P39); buffer bodies/springs/axleboxes/‘W’ irons/ tiebars/brakelevers – 
black. BR period: grey overall (Precision P126), some may have been 
black below solebars + bogies. When in BR Dept. use, livery would have 
been Black overall, then Olive solebars (Precision P142/173) with Black 
bogies & White  handbrake lever end. Air-braked examples had Yellow 
solebars (and possibly the edge of the floor) / headstocks (Precision 
P148). Lettering: LMS – ‘LMS’ & number at 2, code at 3; BR – number 
at 2, ‘name’ at 3, data at 4, and yellow livery – code/number at 1 or 2, 
‘name’ at 3, data at 4.

KIT-BASHING:  it  is possible to use the parts of the kit to make an 
LMS Armour plate wagon (AE – 3 wagons) to D.3A (& LNER Flat-T – 
4 wagons) in service until at least 1959. (Ref. 1 - p10 / Ref. 2 - p 102-3); 
or BR ARM ET/MD/WF  (28 wagons) to D.2/002-3 (Ref. 3 - p116). 
BBP Solebars (10”) are not quite as deep as Armour plate (12”) ones.
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